
Will The Fashion Landscape Drastically Change In 2016? 

 

 
 

As we enter 2016, we reflect on the year gone by fashionably 

grey. Will 2016 be any different for fashion? Instead of letting 

our thoughts go wild we should let out thoughts go figure.  

 

We now rethink it all, starting from textile’s environmental 

impact and the operating model behind ethical garment 

manufacturing, guidelines on models rights and weights standards 

(a legitimized body mass index (BMI) for French female models) 

which has already been unreasonably labelled as “hypocritical”, 

“irrational”, “arbitrary” and “gone too far” by numerous fashion 

professionals. 

 

The year 2015 happened to be equally audacious and atrocious: 

colour-coded with Marsala, gender-neutral and, let’s be honest, 

“not-so-green” by our choice alone, but other than that, it 

timely shifted our fundamentally blurred attention to more than 

a handful of issues that are much more profound than finding a 

perfect pair of suede pumps, issues like fair trade and ethical 

clothing, neglectful overconsumption and under-eating. This time 
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we became aware of trends that once flew under the radar of 

Cosmopolitan. 

 

Some dared to question the global fashion dictatorship, the 

merits of creative director’s freedom and its everlasting 

collision with corporate principles this year more than any 

other; Frida Giannini, Alexander Wang, Raf Simons, Alber Elbaz, 

the list will grow as retail’s turnover rate continues to be 

inadequate and employee’s engagement remains ignored. It’s too 

soon to tell if things are turning out badly for luxury 

conglomerates, like LVMH or Kering (stock prices: €160.85 and 

€146.05 respectively), yet rumour has it only three corporations 

out of six will genuinely prosper. 
 
Thought the year, we collectively experimented with every 

possible high-tech wearable we could get our hands on, finally 

turned tables on size-zero and discovered plus-size models we 

wish Victoria's Secret could cast. 

 
We wouldn’t have felt even a subtle change within ourselves had 

we not seen Andrew Morgan’s The True Cost documentary which 

provided us with newfound tips and habits for shopping 

responsibly, keeping in mind #whomadetheirclothes and under what 

conditions, but also explained the urge to slow down the fast-

fashion pandemic to prevent another Rana Plaza, stand for 

caring, compassionate and sustainable future up ahead, if 

there’s ever going to be one without Greenpeace’s pessimistic 

narrative. 
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